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Treatment of vegetable crops with potentized preparations to 
strengthen plant health (as of Jan 2018)  
 
Note! November 2022  
PS - This information - I leave it as an example - is from 4 years ago... At that time I 
thought: These are THE powers that apply to the different cultures - it's not like 
that. Jörg Lindt determines these and I think that this also works for general use. It 
has now been shown to me that the preparation potencies - at 0-6 they have a 
connection to the planets:  
0= Saturn, 1= Sun, 2 = moon; 3 = Mars; 3 = Mercury, 5 = Jupiter 6 = Venus and then 2x 
zodiac: 7 Aries, 12 Virgo - 18 Pisces, 19 Aries etc. This means they also have a 
connection to the fruit organs - root - leaf - flower fruit. ... .  
I experience it as an incredibly wise and fine “control tool” that takes into account 
the weather, the soil and location as well as the level of breeding.... 
 
Process: 
The potencies were determined using inspirational questions. 
With 500 and 501, the starting preparation is stirred as usual for an hour and then 
potentised in steps of 10 - at Candlemas . 
The preparations potentised in this way can be stored for 2-3 years. 
On the respective spray day - according to the fruit organ impulse of the sidereal 
moon - the amount of spray used is increased to a high potency. 
Potentisation: small amounts: shake 3x to the right, 3x to the left and the whole 
thing 5x. 
Large quantities: Stir a funnel, change the direction of rotation - the whole thing 5 
times. 
For seed-bath treatment: Allow seeds + potentised preparations to soak for 1 hour. 
 
With compost preparations, the preparation is soaked and then potentized as above. 
This can also be done in advance. 
To produce larger quantities, potentise as described above. 
 
To mix in 500: 25% compost preparation 
potentize 15 l of horn manure and then add 5 l of the appropriate compost 
preparation. 
To mix into 501: 10% compost preparation. 
With valerian it is cheaper to use rhythmically exposed water extract. 
To do this, fill a screw-top jar (1 or 2 liter jars) with about a thumb's worth of 
flowers and fill with water (rain or spring water). 
Place in the light for 1 hour each morning and evening (between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.). 
After a few days it starts to ferment then carefully open the jar otherwise it will 
burst). This for 7 weeks. Then pour into brown bottles through a sieve. 
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“Plant diseases” - see agricultural course 
Basically, plants cannot get sick because they do not have an astral body. “Plant 
diseases” are therefore an expression of the environmental conditions and the 
individual varieties are then more and less resistant or elastic (you have to take a 
closer look). 
In my opinion, the cause is often uncooked soil or insufficiently well-rotted manure - 
or the use of fast-acting fertilizers. 
In this respect, it makes sense to me to use the compost preparations even more 
intensively, the effects of which are directly described (especially chamomile and oak 
bark). 
 

1. carrots 
1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for seed 

carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CCP or Sammelpräparat - 
possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation D3. 

2. Seed bath : 500 @ D32 + chamomile D7 
3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D32 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. First spray - 501: relative. early, when the carrots are forming: 

                             501: D45 + yarrow D9 10%  
One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage it. 

5. the 2nd and. 3. Spray 501 D45 + Valerian D7 10% 
 
2. Leeks 
“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
Strong uprightness – light – I – ray; 
Cleansing, purification, “cleaning up” - “purity” positivity, clarity  
→ self-strengthening; The weaving of the spiritual in the breath, (spiritual) freedom 
 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for seed 
carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CCP or Combined preps - 
possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation D3. 

2. Seed bath : 500 @ D32 + chamomile D7 
3. For sowing/planting: 500 @ D42 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. 1˚ 501 spraying: relative. early 501 @D 45 + Yarrow D7 10%  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage it. 
5. the 2nd and 3˚: 501 @D45 + Valerian D12 10% 
6. For seed bearers only, the 501 sprays on fruiting day. 

 
 

3. salad 
“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for seed 
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carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CCP or Sammelpräparat - 
possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation D3. 

2. Seed bath: horn manure D36 + chamomile D5 
3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D42 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. 1˚ 501 spraying: relative early: 501:D 36 + dandelion D10 10%  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage it. 
5. the 2nd and 3˚ Spray 501 @ D45 + Valerian D6 10% 
6. For seed bearers, only then should the 501 sprays be given on fruiting day 

 
4. Radicchio 

“What are you giving us? ( aphoric – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
Dignity! 

• Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for seed 
carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CCP or Sammelpräparat - 
possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation D3. 

• Seed bath : horn manure D36 + chamomile D6 
• For sowing/planting: horn manure D36 + oak bark D3 25% 
• 1. Pebble spraying: relative. early: Kiesel:D 36 + Valerian D4 10%  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage it. 
• the 2nd and. 3. Spray Kiesel D48 + Valerian D4 10% 
• For seed bearers, only then should the pebble sprays be given on fruiting day. 

 
5. Sugarloaf 
“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
Uprightness , clarity, sovereignty - mobility, invigorating 
Impartiality , generosity – dignity! - → “Spiritual brightness” in soul weaving 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for 
seed carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CCP or 
Sammelpräparat - possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation 
D3. 

2. Seed bath : horn manure D36 + chamomile D8 
3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D36 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. 1˚ Pebble spraying: relative. early: 501:D 36 + Valerian D5 10%  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage 
it. 

5. the 2nd and. 3. Spray 501 D48 + Valerian D5 10% 
6. For seed bearers, only then should the 501 sprays be given on fruiting day. 

 
6. Broccoli (also for head cabbage, only then instead of D39, D36!) 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for 
seed carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CPP or 
Sammelpräparat - possibly with the addition of 25% nettle D7 

2. Seed bath : horn manure D39 + stinging nettle D7 
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3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D39 + stinging nettle D7 25% 
4. 1. Pebble spraying: relative. early: 501:D 39 + yarrow D7 10%  

For broccoli on flowering days, for head cabbage on leaf days )  
One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage 
it. 

5. the 2nd and. 3. Spray 501 D39 + Valerian D7 10% (these are the seed 
carriers for broccoli 

6. For seed bearers, only then should the pebble sprays be given on fruiting 
day. 

 
Cabbage “pests”, that is, caterpillars, cabbage fly pupae. Cabbage white butterfly, 
cabbage moth, midge etc. can also be incinerated - or fermented (Sun in Aquarius - 
Cancer). This can also be done all together. Mix ash with earth - to have more 
substance: 1:1000 or raise to the power of D7. 
 

7. Chard 
“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
Michaelian Uprightness and energy, stability, (“sunlit Mars”), inner strength, can be 
invigorated by massaging. 
Decision-making and perseverance in “playful sovereignty” with a warm heart 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for 
seed carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CPP or 
Sammelpräparat - possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation 
D3. 

2. Seed bath : horn manure D36 + chamomile D6 
3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D36 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. 1. 501 spraying: relative. early: 501:D 48 + 10%  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage 
it. 

5. the 2nd + stinging nettle D 10 10% 
6. and. 3. Spray 501 D48 + Valerian D12 
7. For seed bearers, only then should the 501 sprays be given on fruiting day. 

 
9. tomato 

“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
“Summer sun fruit!, strengthening self-esteem, sunny and warm in the solar plexus – 
radiating golden from there. (this is how my treated tomatoes are...) 
 

1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for 
seed carrier cultivation: Before sowing/planting, spray CPP or 
Sammelpräparat - possibly with the addition of 25% oak bark preparation 
D3.  
And spray the entire greenhouse with horsetail preparation (also before 
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and in winter; a total of 3 times) 
2. Seed bath : horn manure D10 + chamomile D12 
3. For sowing/planting: horn manure D10 + oak bark D3 25% 
4. 1. 501 spraying: relative. early small fruits: pebble: D 10 + yarrow D7  

One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage 
it. 

5. the 2nd spraying: large green fruits: 501 D20 + valerian D5 10% 
6. and. 3rd spray: orange fruits: 501 D 40 + rose water 

 
 10. Cereals 
“What are you giving us? ( aphoristic – please feel free to add your own perceptions) 
Upright power, direct connection to the cosmos, to Christ - the “gold in the stalk” 
Spiritual light becomes earth food; ...“what feeds us in our bread ...” 
 
0. 3 x horsetail preparation (November, January, March) 
1. Soil preparation: If no prepared manure or compost is applied - also for seed 
carrier cultivation: Before sowing, spray CPP or Sammelpräparat - possibly with the 
addition of 25% oak bark D3 
2. Seed bath : horn manure D10 + Easter dew + chamomile D5 
3. For sowing for all grains: horn manure ... chamomile like 25% 
4. 1˚ 501 spraying: relative. early: 501: + valerian D 7 10% Dasypyrum : 1st silica spray 
D30, 2nd: D40; 3rd: D50 + each + Valerian D 7  
One spray is enough for cultivation, for breeding it can be 3x if you manage it. 
5. for grains: 2nd spray D30 + valerian D7, 3rd spray D40 + valerian D7; Valerian is 
best made from rhythmically exposed water extract 
 


